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Safety Story

As many as 1 in 10 hospitalized children are impacted by
a medication error. Up to 35% of these errors are serious or
life threatening*.

What If..

*Results of Survey on Pediatric Medication Safety (Part 1): More is Needed to Protect Hospitalized Children from Medication Errors June 4, 2015 -ISMP
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What is High Reliability
High Reliability Organizations (HROs)
“operate under very trying conditions
all the time and yet manage to have
fewer than their fair share of
Examples of HROs
accidents.”
 Aviation
 Nuclear

Power

 Sky-Scraper
 Space
Source: Weick, Karl and Sutcliffe, Kathleen. Managing The Unexpected

Construction

Exploration
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What is High Reliability?
Healthcare is a complex, high-risk business. Even one error or system
breakdown can have terrible consequences.
High Reliability means getting things right each and every time by:


Building and sustaining a culture that places safety above contending
priorities



Preventing process, technology and people failures



Reducing the odds that errors will occur

High Reliability Organizations (HRO) –
Principles
HRO Focus Areas  Leadership

Engagement

 Culture

of Safety

 Process

Improvement

 Patient

Centered Care
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HRO – Principles
Anticipation Preoccupation with Failure
 Anticipate
 Learn

challenges to prevent or mitigate effects

from past experience

Sensitivity to Operations
 Monitor

and understand current work processes

Reluctance to Simplify Interpretation
 Try

not to accept first answer whether outcome is good or bad.
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HRO – Principles
Containment Commitment to Resilience



Respond to every day tasks and unexpected events as they arise



The initial response and continued focus after a safety event

Deference to Expertise


Allow decisions to be made by the subject matter experts, no matter position or authority
level.
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Harm in Healthcare


44,000 to 98,000 patient deaths per year from medical errors
To Err is Human, Institute of Medicine (1999)



210,000 to 440,000 patients, each year, suffer from preventable
harm that contributes to their death
James, John, A New Evidence-based Estimate of Patient Harms… Journal of Patient Safety, September 2013, Volume 9, Issue 3

High Reliability Organizations (HRO) –
Practice
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Leadership Engagement –


Have a clear and constant message highlighting safety and
accountability



Create and maintain a culture where staff feel empowered to speak up



Leadership round on different departments throughout your organization

An Introduction to Fair and Just Culture
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“People make errors, which lead to accidents. Accidents lead to deaths. The standard
solution is to blame the people involved. If we find out who made the errors and punish

them, we solve the problem, right? Wrong. The problem is seldom the fault of an
individual; it is the fault of the system. Change the people without changing the system

and the problems will continue.”

Don Norman Author, the Design of Everyday Things

Fair and Just Culture -
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Product of individual and group values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies,

and patterns of behavior


Sustains a constant flow of trust, reporting, and improvement



Eliminates threatening and disrespectful behaviors



Has a dependable and transparent process for evaluating accountability
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Fair and Just Culture

Error Rate

Blame-Free

Fair and Just

Punitive
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HRO – Safety Culture
Safety I

Safety II



As few things as possible go wrong.



As many things as possible go right.



Reactive, respond when something happens, or
is categorized as an unacceptable risk.



Proactive, continuously trying to anticipate
developments and events.



Accidents are caused by failures and
malfunctions. The purpose of an investigation is
to identify causes and contributory factors.





Humans are predominantly seen as a liability or
a hazard.

Things basically happen in the same way,
regardless of the outcome. The purpose of an
investigation is to understand how things
usually go right as a basis for explaining how
things occasionally go wrong



Humans are seen as a resource necessary for
system flexibility and resilience.



Inevitable but also useful. Should be
monitored and managed.



Harmful, should be prevented as far as possible.

Source: Hollnagel, Erik. Safety-I And Safety-II: The Past And Future Of Safety Management. 2014. p. 147
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HRO – Safety Culture


Contract elevator maintenance employees drained fluid from elevators
into containers used for surgical detergent.



The containers were not properly re-labeled or securely stored. They
were restocked and shipped as detergent back to Durham Regional
Hospital and Duke Health Raleigh Hospital.



In November and December of 2004, the elevator hydraulic fluid was
used as detergent in one step of a multi-step cleaning and sterilization
process of surgical tools.
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HRO – Safety Culture
Culture of Safety  Continuous

Reporting

 Identify

the problem

 Identify

the solutions

 Sustain

results

 Share

lessons learned
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HRO – Communication
Team Communication (Clinic, Department and Organization)


Situation assessment/scanning/monitoring



Shared mental model



Cross‐checking and confirming information



Team communication (briefs, huddles, debriefs, handoffs)



Mutual support



Conflict management



Feedback
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HRO – Communication
Team Communication (Clinic, Department and Organization)


Ensure that we hear things correctly and understand information being received



To prevent wrong assumptions and misunderstandings.

Tools


Structured handoffs to ensure proper transfer of information



Closed Loop Communication



Clarifying Questions

Human Error Types in GEMS*



Skill-based performance
 Autopilot,



Rule-based performance
 Apply



ordinary, routine (Slips and Lapses)

rules “if a, then b”

Knowledge-based performance
 Problem
 New

solving in new, unaccustomed situations

Process, Procedure or Equipment
*GEMS – Generic Error Modeling System: Jens Rasmussen and James Reason
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Skill Based Performance
Slips and Lapses


Recognition, memory, attention failures



Actions to routine circumstances don’t go as planned

*GEMS – Generic Error Modeling System: Jens Rasmussen and James Reason
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Rule Based Performance
Responding to a situation by recalling and applying a rule that you learned either
through education or practice


Misapplying a good rule



Applying a bad rule



Failing to apply a good rule in trained‐for situations

*GEMS – Generic Error Modeling System: Jens Rasmussen and James Reason
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Knowledge Based Performance
Problem solving in a new, unfamiliar situation:


Using what we know



Taking a guess



Figuring it out by trial-and-error


Using a new piece of equipment for the first time



New process or procedure not executed previously

*GEMS – Generic Error Modeling System: Jens Rasmussen and James Reason

Human Factor’s - Strategies to Reduce Errors



Standardize common processes, procedures and orientation



Streamline task structure, reduce burden to comply



Promote conditions for decision‐making



Provide tools for decision‐making



Diligently integrate technology



Avoid reliance on memory



Design using past lessons learned
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Patient Safety Event Investigation and Process
Improvement
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 Reporting errors and events helps us identify system issues (holes in the cheese) that
can lead to harm.
 Typical reasons for low reporting are:
 Lack of “Fair and Just” Culture
 Burden of using the reporting system
 Lack of education on what constitutes a Patient Safety Event
 Diffusion of responsibility
 Staff think events are so common they don’t need to be reported
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Composition of a Safety Event
Multiple Barriers - technology,
processes, and people designed to stop active errors
(our “defense in depth”)

Active Errors
by individuals result
in initiation

HARM EVENT

Latent Weaknesses in barriers
James Reason, Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents, 1997
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Composition of a Safety Event
It was discovered at this time
that the appointment was
booked under her sister. The
appointment for the sister was
cancelled a new appointment
was made under the correct
patient.

Patient called to book
appointment for a
procedure. Appointment
was booked under the
name of her older sister
(same last name).

Patient was checked in by the
front desk and placed in a
room by the tech. VS were
entered into the chart.

The physician walked into the room
to discuss the procedure and
patient decided to proceed. A timeout was performed before starting
procedure. During the timeout the
patient stated her full name and
DOB.
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Iceberg Safety Theory

Sentinel Event

Temporary Harm

Unsafe conditions
or Near miss

Patient Safety Event Investigation and Process
Improvement
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Common causes found in Patient Safety Events:


Lack of questioning or critical thinking skills



Lack of attention to detail, including failure to double check work



Staff uncomfortable with peer checking



Less than sufficient communications, including patient and information handoffs



Non-compliance with policy, procedure or expectations

Deepwater Horizon – Blowout Preventer
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Hospitals with outstanding patient safety cultures, HROs, focus on more common non-harm events. They
reduce harm events by attacking non-harm events. You can help by reporting near miss or potential
harm events. They are as important if not more important than a harm event.

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/14/us/new‐regulation‐aims‐to‐prevent‐explosions‐at‐offshore‐rigs.html?_r=0
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What If..
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Thank You
Thank you for your time today and for keeping our patients safe.


We Want Your Thoughts…



What did you like about the session today?



What could have made this session better?



What will you do differently tomorrow based on what you learned today?



Please complete and submit your evaluation form prior to leaving.

